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INTRODUCTION 
TV series shall be entertaining. At the same time, they should be 
relevant and respond to the audience’s needs.

On social media and in home videos we portray ourselves as we 
would like to be perceived: wise and beautiful; humble and generous.

A good quality TV series, on the other hand, portrays us as we really are. 
Here, we can hear words we ordinarily cannot express, explore insolv- 
able dilemmas, and witness actions we dare not commit.

As an audience we want TV series that speak truthfully about human 
beings in contemporary times. We want content that explores the rooms 
we rarely enter, and that expresses the thoughts we must not think.

We want to be entertained, but we also want something to talk about. 
We want to test our own values, and to experience something real 
without having to endure actual reality. What we see can make us laugh 
and cry. It can shock us and terrify us. What engages us most, is honesty.

We are proud of the way NRK professionalizes story 
development to meet the needs of our audience. 
Our portfolio of series tells stories anchored on 
insight and knowledge – to give our audience 
content that resonates with their emotions.

The past year has been a challenging for both 
production and distribution of content. But we 
have managed to find ways to be creative around 
the pandemic and make adjustments to be able to 
create great content which easily travel.

NRK Content will continue to offer the best we have 
of both fiction and non-fiction to the world. We aim 
to give our audience stories about us, for us, by us. 
Stories that show us who we are. Because true 
storytelling is the opposite of fake news.
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17 / 18 / 16 / 19 
A day that will change their life forever, but they have no idea what is 
coming. In this countdown teen-drama about identity and detachment, 
we follow Abdi, Emrah, Ibo and Aisha who have one foot in each culture. 

By portraying a realistic, yet exciting story, each season shows the 
challenges multicultural teens meet in today’s Norway. 

Season four, entitled 19, tells the story about 19-year-old Aisha, who 
dreams about being a strong and independent woman, but lives in a 
world in which being one proves to be challenging.

Duration: 17/18/16/19 x 7-20 minutes

Genre: Teen drama 

Produced by: NRK P3

Created/Written by: Marte Sunde Harter, Melike Leblebicioğlu and Ane Arstad Isungset

Directed by: Bendik Stalheim Møller

Distributor: Magnify Media

Status: Three seasons aired, season four to be aired in 2021

Executive producer NRK: Ingjerd Østrem Omland (ingrid.ostrem.omland@nrk.no)

22 JULY
How it is possible to remain humane when faced with the ultimate in 
inhumanity? 22 July tells the story of people who were affected by the 
terrorist attack in Norway on the 22nd of July 2011. Featuring fictional 
characters, but based on meticulous research, it is a story about the 
systems that shape our daily lives and who we are when tragedy strikes.

Duration: 6 x 50 minutes

Genre: Drama 

Produced by: NRK Drama

Created/Written by: Sara Johnsen and Pål Sletaune

Directed by: Pål Sletaune 

Distributor: NENT Studios UK

Status: Aired in 2020

Executive producer NRK: Ivar Køhn (ivar.kohn@nrk.no)

★ Winner of the Nordisk Film & TV Fond Prize at the Gothenburg Film Festival 2020
★ Winner of Prix Europa 2020 for Best Drama Series
★ Nominated for the International Panorama Award at Series Mania 2020
★ Nominated for the Best Limited Series Award at Rockie Awards 2021
★ Nominated for the Best Foreign TV Film/Miniseries Award at Magnolia Awards 2020
★ Nominated for the Best Miniseries Golden Bird Award at Seoul International Drama 

Awards 2020
★ Selected for N12
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AFTERGLOW 
Afterglow tells the story about Ester Sand (37), mother of three, lover of 
one, friends all around. The one person you imagine will live forever, 
because you simply cannot imagine a world without her. Then she is 
diagnosed with terminal cancer.

But this is not a tragic story about death, but a story about life, joy, and 
hope. About making life count and doing good and amazing things for 
the people you love.

Because, when you think about it, we are all in the process of dying. 

 ★ Selected for N12 

Duration: 7 x 45 minutes

Genre: Drama

Produced by: Monster on behalf of NRK

Created/Written by: Atle Knudsen and Kjetil Indregaard 

Directed by: TBA 

Distributor: TBA

Status: In pre-production

Executive producer NRK: Marianne Furevold-Boland (marianne.furevold@nrk.no) 

ATLANTIC CROSSING
After a headlong flight from the Nazis, the Norwegian Crown Princess 
Märtha is forced to part from her husband and cross the Atlantic Ocean 
to seek refuge.

There, she finds herself involved in a close relationship with President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt. 

The Crown Princess evolves to become an invisible, yet notable person 
of power behind the scenes of Washington’s political life. 

Inspired by true events, it is a story of awakening, transformation, 
liberation, and personal growth. A story of war and love.

 ★ Selected for N12

 ★ First non-English series transmitted by PBS, US 

 ★ Nominated for six awards under Canneseries 2020

Duration: 8 x 60 minutes

Genre: Drama 

Produced by: Cinenord on behalf of NRK

Created/Written by: Alexander Eik and Linda May Kallestein

Directed by: Alexander Eik

Distributor: Beta Film

Status: Aired in 2020

Executive producer NRK: Tone C. Rønning (tone.c.ronning@nrk.no)
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BLANK
Blank is a real-time drama about life after high school and the struggles 
of entering adulthood. Over the course of three seasons, the show tells 
stories about 19-year-olds who must combat rejection and defeat in order 
to succeed in friendship, love and decision-making. 

In season one, we meet Ella who moves to Oslo after high school. Season 
two tells the story about pharmacy student Zehra and her challenges as a 
multicultural girl in Oslo. 

Season three takes place on the Norwegian countryside, where we meet 
Markus, who moves back home after finding big-city life too challenging.

Duration: Clip-based web publishing and full episodes, each season 9 x 18 – 43 minutes 

Genre: Teen drama 

Produced by: NRK

Created/Written by: Knut Næsheim 

Directed by: Knut Næsheim

Distributor: Magnify Media

Status: Three seasons aired 

Executive producer NRK: Christina Rezk Resar (christina.rezk.resar@nrk.no)

COMPANY THORVALD
Resistance movements sprang up everywhere during Hitler’s invasion of 
Norway, and thousands of men and women were involved.

Some groups were praised and honored. Other groups sacrificed little 
and were forgotten. This is the story of such a group.

Company Thorvald follows Thorvald, Kåre, Leif, Alf and Sverre in the 
woods outside of Oslo in 1941. They have great ambitions, but struggle 
with motivation, abilities, and execution.

In addition to being a laugh-out-loud comedy, it is a self-revealing story 
full of black humor about the Norwegian WWII narrative.

Duration: 12 x 25-30 minutes
Genre:  Comedy drama 

Produced by: NRK

Created/Written by: Erlend Loe, Per Schreiner and Bjørn Olaf Johannessen

Directed by: TBA

Distributor: TBA 

Status: In pre-production

Executive producer NRK: Elisabeth Tangen (elisabeth.tangen@nrk.no) 

Image for illustration purposes only. 

CC BY-SA
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COUPLES THERAPY 
This is a scripted comedy where mismatched pairs pour out their hearts 
in couples therapy. We follow ten couples each struggling with issues 
such as money, sex, and infidelity. 

What do you do when your husband is too soft and avoids any conflicts? 
How do you deal with your hardcore feminist wife who sees male 
chauvinism in every situation? And how do you make your boyfriend 
understand how difficult life as a blogger really is?

All primary characters are played by the same actor in a hilarious peek 
into relationship stories that we can all identify with.

★ Nominated for Best Comedy Award at Rose d’Or 2019

Duration: 30 x 10 minutes

Genre: Comedy 

Produced by: Seefood TV on behalf of NRK

Created/Written by: Kevin Vågenes and Martin Zimmer

Directed by: Lars Kristian Flemmen

Distributor: Magnify Media (scripted format only)
Status: Four seasons aired, remakes in Sweden and Denmark

Executive producer NRK: Christina Rezk Resar (christina.rezk.resar@nrk.no)

COUNTRYMEN
Countrymen follows a group of young men from inner city Oslo, who 
move to a farm in picturesque Telemark. While pretending to be driven 
by a shared interest for agriculture, their real intention is something 
entirely different.

One thing leads to another, and against their will the guys from Oslo 
end up as founders of Norway’s first halal cheese making business.

Countrymen is a story about community and belonging, and about 
finding meaning in your life where you least expect it.

 ★ Selected for N12

Duration: 8 x 45 minutes 

Genre: Satirical drama

Produced by: Rubicon on behalf of NRK, in coproduction with Arte 
France

Created by: Izer Aliu and Anne Bjørnstad

Produced by: Rubicon on behalf of NRK

Distributor: Endemol Shine International 

Status: To be aired in 2021  
Executive Producer NRK: Tone C. Rønning (tone.c.ronning@nrk.no) 
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EXIT
Exit is a dark drama series based on true stories from Norway’s financial 
district. The producers have accessed a secret, exclusive world where four 
friends from Oslo’s wealthy elite are looking for an exit from their everyday 
lives. 

Attempting to escape from their obligations, expectations and families, 
they employ drugs, prostitutes, and their very own set of morals. 

Its first season made a huge buzz all over the Nordics while on air. Season 
two delves into how the guys make their money, while their wives and 
ex-wives desperately seek revenge for their husbands’ wrongdoings.  

 ★Winner of the International Panorama Award at the 2019 Series Mania Festival

 ★ Selected for N12

Duration: 16 x 28 minutes

Genre: Drama

Produced by: Fremantle Media on behalf of NRK 

Created/Written by: Øystein Karlsen

Directed by: Øystein Karlsen

Distributor: Fremantle

Status: Season one aired in 2019, season two aired in 2021

Executive producer NRK: Marianne Furevold-Boland (marianne.furevold@nrk.no)

EMERGENCY UNIT
In this Norwegian-Finnish coproduction, we follow the daily fight for 
saving lives in a Nordic Field Hospital after a devastating 7,6 magnitude 
earthquake.

A team of top-notch Nordic aid workers – doctors, nurses, engineers, 
and admin professionals – are sent to set up and run a field hospital in 
rural Pakistan after the earthquake has turned the landscape into a 
disaster zone.

The field hospital is set up by the Finns and Norwegians and mobilized 
in 48 hours after the earthquake.

Duration: 8 x 45 minutes

Genre: Drama

Produced by: ITV on behalf of NRK and YLE

Created by: Tarja Kylmä & Paula Mononen

Directed by: Eirik Svensson 
Distributor: ITV Studios

Status: In pre-production

Executive producer NRK: Elisabeth Tangen (elisabeth.tangen@nrk.no)

Image for illustration purposes only. 

Credit: Red Cross
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HOME GROUND
Home Ground follows Helena Mikkelsen’s journey to the top as Europe’s 
first female football manager – and her struggles as a single mum. 

In season two, her team loses their sponsor. With an inexperienced squad, 
Helena faces a turbulent season where fighting for her club’s soul is as 
important as on-field success. 

The series is about passion, identity and loyalty. It is about relocating to a 
small community and trying to gain the respect of others without losing 
yourself. 

 ★Official Selection Berlinale Series 2018

★ Nominated for Best Director, Best Screenwriter and Best Mini-Series at Seoul
International Drama Awards 2018

 ★ Selected for N12

Duration: 10 x 50 minutes  (season 1),  8 x50 minutes (season 2)

Genre: Drama

Produced by: NRK/Motlys

Created/Written by: Johan Fasting 

Directed by: Arild Andresen, Cecilie Mosli, Stian Kristiansen, Yngvild Sve Flikke and Eirik 
Svensson

Distributor: DR Sales

Status: Season one aired in 2018, season two aired in 2019

Executive producer NRK: Ivar Køhn (ivar.kohn@nrk.no)

FOR LIFE
From the Emmy Award-winning writer Gjermund S. Eriksen, For Life is a 
fresh, distinctive, and entertaining procedural crime series.

This series is about the controversial and brilliant investigator Victoria 
Woll in the present and in the future. In each episode, Victoria and her 
partners solve a crime in the present. Fifteen years later, Victoria is 
serving life in prison. 

The individual cases in the present become pieces of a puzzle as the 
audience learns the true meaning of the series’ controlling idea: Life is 
lived forwards but understood backwards. Piece by piece.

★ Selected for N12

Duration: 8 x 45 minutes
Genre: Crime/Entertainment (‘Happy noir’)

Produced by: Monster Scripted on behalf of NRK 
Created by/Written by: Gjermund S. Eriksen (writer and creator), Helena Nielsen, 
Anne Elvedal, Ingar Johnsrud, Hege Ulstein, Anders Borgersen and Anders Løvlie 
(writers)
Directed by: Pål Jackman, Bård Breien, Pia Lykke and Camilla Strøm Henriksen 
Distributor: NENT Studios UK 
Status: Aired in 2020
Executive producer NRK: Marianne Furevold-Boland (marianne.furevold@nrk.no)
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I AM EARTH
We are in Bergen and follow Odile when she enters a new phase in life: 
the 30s. Her friends seem to have proper jobs, relations, and kids on the 
way. Whilst Odile still hang out with her best friend Stian at his studio, 
making music she never releases.

In addition, her dad wants her to find a man, so maybe about time she 
tells him she is completely lesbian. Complicated. Exhausting, but also 
very entertaining.

Rap music is woven together with the story and the music allows for a 
distinct and direct communication towards our audience.  

Duration: 6 x 22 minutes

Genre: Drama

Produced by: Monday Media on behalf of NRK Drama

Created/Written by: Amy Black Ndiaye

Directed by: TBA

Distributor: TBA

Status: To be aired in 2022

Executive producer NRK: Marianne Furevold-Boland (marianne.furevold@nrk.no)

IN THE ARMY NOW 
A trigger-happy war enthusiast, a spoiled high school graduate, a 
competitive psychopath and a wannabe gangster. Could these really 
protect Norway from invasion? 

In In the Army Now, comedian Herman Flesvig plays several characters 
who are all faced with the weary demands of compulsory military service. 

The short-format comedy show set a first-day rating record on NRK’s 
on-demand service when it was published. 

Duration: 12 x 11 minutes

Genre: Comedy drama 

Produced by: NRK Entertainment
Created/Written by: Herman Flesvig, Erlend Westnes and Marit Støre Valeur

Directed by: Erlend Westnes 

Distributor: Magnify Media (scripted format only)

Status: Season one aired in 2020, season two in production

Executive producer NRK: Christina Rezk Resar (christina.rezk.resar@nrk.no)
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THE KING OF GULSET
This a warm and nostalgic comedy-drama series about 13-year-old Jonis 
Josef and his friends, and the struggles they are going through growing up 
in this godforsaken place far beyond suburbia, called Gulset. 

With his narrating, Jonis (26) takes us on a subjective journey back to his 
teen years, to his school, his friends, his childhood home and neighbor-
hood. His one and only goal as a teenager was always: To become the 
coolest guy in his street, the leader in the classroom, the winner on the 
soccer field. In short: The King of Gulset. 

But when he looks back today, he realizes that he never actually really 
succeeded. 

Duration: 11 x 20 minutes

Genre: Youth humour drama  

Produced by: Spark on behalf of NRK P3

Created/Written by: Jonis Josef, Mikael Samuelsen and Lovise Drotninghaug

Directed by: Mikael Samuelsen

Distributor: Magnify Media

Status: Two seasons aired

Executive producer NRK: Ingjerd Østrem Omland (ingjerd.ostrem.omland@nrk.no)

MAXI TAXI DRIVER
Comedy drama series Maxi Taxi Driver combines absurdity and low-key 
realism in what at first seems to be a down-to-earth story about what 
being a man means in 2021. Or rather, what it means to Jan Egil, still 
living in his mum’s basement at 44, but not giving up on hope like a lot of 
incels do.

He dreams of someday running into the right woman. And he does. With 
his maxi-taxi.

Thus, a story of lies, jealousy, hope, awkward love and a masked hero 
begins.

Duration: 6 x 29 minutes

Genre: Dramedy

Produced by: NRK
Created/Written by: Steinar Sagen and Erlend Loe

Directed by: Per Harald Kårstad

Distributor: TBA
Status: Aired in 2021  

Executive producer NRK: Christina Rezk Resar (christina.rezk.resar@nrk.no)
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NORWEGIAN-ISH
With roots in four cultures, three friends are trying to strike a balance 
between expectations. These young adults navigate through adulthood 
with all the awkward situations, insecurities, uncomfortable everyday 
experiences, and victories it entails.

Iranian Fariba decides to play her minority card to get ahead in her 
professional life. Amrit, an untraditional Indian bar owner, discovers 
more pros than cons with sticking to his own kind. Helin is the dutiful 
Turkish daughter and doctor who realizes her parents have become far 
more liberal than herself.

Simultaneously their parents struggle with not interfering while their 
thirty-something children go through the growing pains of life.

Duration: 8x 30 minutes

Genre: Dramedy targeting multi-cultural young adults

Produced by: NRK Drama

Created/Written by: Melike Leblebicioğlu and Bahareh Badavi

Directed by: Terje Rangnes

Distributor: Magnify Media 

Status: Season one aired in 2020, season two in development 
Executive Producer NRK: Tone C. Rønning (tone.c.ronning@nrk.no)

NUDES
Nudes is an exciting teen drama told as an anthology about leaked 
nudes where three teens - each in their own way - are in the midst of a 
life crisis and forced to handle the situation to regain control of their own 
lives.  

The series seeks to make teens more aware of what nudes are and what 
they can do, both legally and interpersonally, if they experience the spread 
of intimate content of themselves or someone close to them. 

Its goal is to move the shame from those pictured to those who share the 
pictures. And contribute to legal certainty for young people by amending 
the legislation, and promoting a section specifically dealing with the 
spread of intimate content without consent. 

Duration: 10 x 18 minutes
Genre: Thrilling teen drama/Anthology 
Produced by: Barbosa Film on behalf of NRK P3 
Created/Written by: Nina Barbosa Blad, Liv Barbosa Blad, Erika Calmeyer and Jørgen Færøy 
Flasnes 
Directed by: Erika Calmeyer and Liv Barbosa Blad
Distributor: Wild Bunch
Status: Aired in 2019, remake made in Italy  
Executive producer NRK: Ingjerd Østrem Omland (ingjerd.ostrem.omland@nrk.no) 
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OPEN HOUSE
The mockumentary Open House introduces the viewers to prospective 
home buyers and their dreams and aspirations.

These include the desperate couple who needs more space, the young 
hopeful man whose skeptical dad finds errors everywhere, and the 
cynical billionaire father who bribes everyone on behalf of his daughter.

The locations vary from new buildings, downtown apartments and 
shared houses, to reasonably priced properties and “smart” houses in 
which the sellers themselves provided the smartness.

As expected, it becomes hilarious and exciting when these house 
bidders examine their future homes.

Duration: 8 x 10 minutes

Genre: Comedy

Produced by: NRK Entertainment

Created/Written by: Christian Mikkelsen and Martin Beyer-Olsen

Directed by: Lars Åndheim

Distributor: TBA

Status: Pilot aired in 2020, eight episodes in production

Executive producer NRK: Christina Rezk Resar (christina.rezk.resar@nrk.no)

THE ORCHESTRA
The Orchestra is a mockumentary series documenting the career 
musicians in NRK’s Broadcasting Orchestra (KORK), the acclaimed 
in-house orchestra of Norway’s public broadcaster.

Through the eyes of a handful of musicians played by two of Norway’s 
biggest comedians, the series follows the orchestra’s ups and downs 
and impending cancellation.

It is a story about work and friendship, love and duty, dedication, identity 
– and the eternal struggle between art and craftmanship, high and low
culture, and finally being allowed to bang your timpani.

Duration: 10 x 10 minutes

Genre: Comedy

Produced by: NRK Entertainment

Created by: Robert Stoltenberg, Bjarte Tjøstheim, Lars Kristian Flemmen and 

Christopher Pahle

Written by: Christopher Pahle

Directed by: Lars Kristian Flemmen

Distributor: TBA

Status: To be aired in 2021

Executive producer NRK: Christina Rezk Resar (christina.rezk.resar@nrk.no)
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POWER PLAY
The year is 1974. The setting is 2021. Power Play is a never-before-seen 
drama about a crucial turning point in political history, told as if taking 
place in the modern world.

Oslo, 1974. When the Labour Party is torn apart by a disastrous feud 
between the Chairman and the Prime Minister, the young idealist Gro 
Harlem Brundtland is unwillingly pulled into the tactics and scheming of 
modern politics.

As the government implodes around her, Gro learns to play her own 
games of power, climbing the ranks until she is left the last woman 
standing in the ruins of Labour’s celebrated social democracy.

Duration: 12 x 60 minutes

Genre: Drama

Produced by: Motlys and Novemberfilm on behalf of NRK

Created/Written by: Johan Fasting, Silje Storstein and Kristin Grue

Directed by: Yngvild Sve Flikke

Distributor: TBA

Status: In pre-production

Executive producer NRK: Marianne Furevold-Boland (marianne.furevold@nrk.no)

ROD KNOCK
Rod Knock  is a coming-of-age story about a group of young people 
that are bound together by their love for cruising around in souped-up 
and styled cars.

Living in a small village in the Norwegian countryside, they feel that they 
do not belong in the community and consider themselves outsiders.

In season one, the protagonist GT gets his heart broken and does not 
know how to fight the pain. In the second season, Sivert believes that his 
whole life is going down the drain – and makes a choice he cannot undo. 

The series received praise for its depiction of young men’s mental health 
issues. 

.

Duration: 16 x 25/30 minutes 

Genre: Drama

Produced by: Fenomen TV and Storyline Studios on behalf of NRK

Created/Written by: Linn-Jeanethe Kyed 

Directed by: Daniel Fahre 

Distributor: Beta Film
Status: Season one aired in 2020, season two aired in 2021, season three in production 

Executive producer NRK: Ingjerd Østrem Omland (ingjerd.ostrem.omland@nrk.no)
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SKAM
Eva, Chris, Sana, Vilde and Noora are first-year students at High School. 
We track the girls through their heartbreaks, partying and all the chal-
lenges young people face as they begin high school and start the final 
stage before finally entering adulthood.

The series was published in real-time and defined a whole new genre for 
a younger audience worldwide.

 ★Winner of Best International Drama at the C21 International Drama Awards 2016

 ★Winner of International Drama at the C21 International Drama Awards 2016

 ★Winner of Best Nordic Drama at the Oslo Series Days 2016

Duration: Clip-based web publishing, full episodes 43 x 20-50 minutes

Genre: Teen drama

Produced by: NRK P3

Created/Written by: Julie Andem

Directed by: Julie Andem

Distributor: Beta Film 

Status: Four seasons aired, remakes in France, Italy, Germany, Belgium, Spain, the 
Netherlands and USA

Executive producer NRK: Marianne Furevold-Boland (marianne.furevold@nrk.no)

STATE OF HAPPINESS
State of Happiness tells the story of four young people who seek a 
future in the new oil nation of Norway. 

It is a story of Western prosperity, a changing nation, a Klondike town, 
and a whirlwind of opportunities. 

The second season stretches from 1977 to 1980. Environment politics 
and safety awareness are on the agenda when a well blows out and a 
hotel platform capsizes.

This is also the time when people start to make money. Some more than 
they can handle.

 ★Winner of Best Script and Best Music at Canneseries 2018

 ★ Selected for N12

Duration: 8 x 45 minutes

Genre: Drama

Produced by: Maipo on behalf of NRK

Created/Written by: Synnøve Hørsdal (creator and writer), Siv Rajendram (concept) and 
Mette M. Bølstad (writer)

Directed by: Petter Næss and Pål Jackman

Distributor: DR Sales

Status: Season one aired in 2018, season two in production

Executive producer NRK: Marianne Furevold-Boland (marianne.furevold @nrk.no)
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SISTERS WATCHING TV
This series consists of short stories of two sisters in their nineties, Gry 
and Beatrice, trying to have a nice time and enjoy each other’s company 
watching TV.

The rich, rude, and unfiltered sisters have a distinct opinion about 
everything – but usually cannot agree on anything.

They have grown quite tired of each other, and through their upbringing 
being stuck together in a family relation despite of their differences it 
does not take long before they begin unleashing harsh personal opin-
ions and reflections on one another.

The fact that the sisters in their boredom drink heavily and do occasional 
drugs, does not help the situation.

Duration: 10 x 2 minutes

Genre: Comedy

Produced by: NRK Entertainment

Created/Written by: Jon Øigarden, John Brungot, Øyvind Thoen and Jørgen Mehren 

Directed by: Hanne Tømta

Distributor: TBA

Status: Season one aired in 2021, season two in production

Executive producer NRK: Christina Rezk Resar (christina.rezk.resar@nrk.no)

TAINTED
This series tells the story of a young woman whose life is turned upside 
down after she is raped by a guy she briefly knows, and where revenge is 
the only way out of the nightmare. 

Tainted is a unique, knife-edged thriller about a modern Norway where 
stereotypical and judgmental views are put to the test. 

The plot, set in a multicultural environment, demonstrates how four girls’ 
different ethnical and cultural backgrounds make them stronger when 
they stick together.

Duration: 8 x 30 minutes
Genre: Drama/Thriller

Produced by: Miso Film on behalf of NRK

Created/written by: Mahmona Khan and Thomas Moldestad 

Directed by: Katarina Launing

Distributor: Fremantle 

Status: Aired in 2019

Executive Producer NRK: Gitte Calmeyer (gitte.calmeyer@nrk.no)
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TWIN
Twin kicks off in the Lofoten Islands, a surfing mecca north of the Arctic 
Circle. It is home to Erik, a surfer bum who has not seen his identical twin 
Adam – a successful businessman with a picture-perfect family – for 17 
years. 

When Erik loses everything, he reaches out to Adam, only to be rejected. 
A quarrel breaks out between them and Ingrid, Adam’s wife, accidentally 
kills Adam.

To cover the crime and to save his brother’s family, Erik takes over 
Adam’s identity.

 ★ Selected for N12

 ★ Selected for Main Competition at Series Mania 2019

Duration: 8 x 45 minutes

Genre: Drama/Thriller

Produced by: Nordisk Film Production Norway on behalf of NRK

Created/Written by: Kristoffer Metcalfe (creator and writer), Anne Elvedal, Vegard Steiro 
Amundsen and Sofia Lersol Lund (writers)

Directed by: Kristoffer Metcalfe and Erika Calmeyer 

Distributor: Trust Nordisk

Status: Aired in 2019

Executive producer NRK: Ivar Køhn (ivar.kohn@nrk.no)

WALK LIKE A QUEEN
This is a heartfelt and comedic series about 47-year-old Merethe Ue-
land’s encounter with a new phase of life.

Her kids recently moved out, menopause just kicked in and her dreams 
for the future has turned into a fear that she might have reached her 
use-by-date.

Merethe must cope with jealousy, sexual disappointment, hot flashes, 
and an intense need for affirmation that affects her marriage, her daugh-
ter, her close girlfriends, and especially Merethe herself.

 ★ Selected for N12 

Duration: 8 x 28 minutes

Genre: Dramedy 
Produced by: Ape&Bjørn on behalf of NRK

Created/Written by: Liv Karin Dahlstrøm and Thorkild Schrumpf 

Directed by: Liv Karin Dahlstrøm

Distributor: TBA

Status: Aired in 2021

Executive producer NRK: Gitte Calmeyer (gitte.calmeyer@nrk.no)
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YOUNG AND PROMISING
In the heart of Oslo, three girls are all trying their best to break into their 
careers and into adulthood. 

As they keep trying but often fail, they all long for a different reality where 
they become who they want to be – someone they would follow on 
Twitter but would never dare to add on Facebook.

Life in Oslo offers commitments, anxiety, self-sabotage, sex, love, and an 
undying ambition for something more than just a “normal” life.

Elise, Nenne and Alex all are about to realize that everyone, including 
their parents, have no idea what they are doing with their lives.

Duration: 24 x 29 minutes

Genre: Drama

Produced by: Monster Scripted on behalf of NRK

Created/Written by: Siri Seljeseth (creator and writer), Birgitte Oustad Wegener, Mads 
Løken and Marie Hafting (writers)

Directed by: Eirik Svensson, Bård Fjulsrud i.a.

Distributor: APC

Status: Four seasons aired between 2015 and 2018

Executive producer NRK: Gitte Calmeyer (gitte.calmeyer@nrk.no)

PHOTO CREDIT: STEPHEN BUTKUS/
FREMANTLE/NRK

Actors Simon J. Berger (left) and Agnes 
Kittelsen prepare to shoot a scene for an 
episode from season two of the hit drama 
series Exit.
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BO BEAR
Bo Bear is a live action series about three- to four-year-old kids and their 
best friend Bo Bear. The puppet is their favorite teddy bear who turns 
alive – but only when the two of them are alone together.

In each episode a kid faces a challenging or difficult situation, but with 
the help of Bo Bear it becomes a life-learning lesson.

Any struggle is replaced by a sense of achievement when Bo Bear turns 
the obstacle into something magical with imagination.

 ★Winner of  the Prix Jeunesse jury prize 2018

 ★ Selected at Chicago International Children’s Film Festival 2018

 ★ Finalist Japan Prize 2018

Duration: 52 x 5 minutes
Genre: Live action drama for pre-schoolers and family
Produced by: Spark on behalf of NRK
Created/Written by: Live Glesne Kjølstad, Eda Syvertsen and Nils Stokke

Directed by: Live Glesne Kjølstad, Maiken Marstrander, Ole Jakob Andersen and  
Halvor Nitteberg 

Distributor: Superights
Status: Three seasons aired 
Executive producer NRK: Joakim Vedeler (joakim.vedeler@nrk.no)

AS BAD AS IT GETS
Meet the Bock’s – a divorced family of five who are entering a new life 
phase after the dad Håkon has been unfaithful.

He is at first thrown out of the house but ends up sharing the basement 
apartment with his eldest son Aksel.

In the comedy series, the youngest children Saga and Tomine are the 
heroes. Through their eyes we experience life’s joys and sorrows – and 
not least the inadequacies of their parents.

The Bock family do what they can to live up to the family motto:
Best when it counts the most. Now, they must adapt to a life which 
seemingly is as bad as it gets, but proves to be more than good 
enough nonetheless.

Duration: 8 x 22 minutes 
Genre: Sitcom 
Produced by: NRK Super 
Created/Written by: Ingvild Nielsen (creator and writer), Mads Løken (writer)  
Directed by: Stine Buer and Ingvild Nielsen
Distributor: TBA 
Status: To be aired in 2021
Executive producer NRK: Gisle Halvorsen (gisle.halvorsen@nrk.no) 
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BO BEAR’S DETECTIVE AGENCY
In the spin-off series Bo Bear’s Detective Agency, the bear has started 
a detective agency where he and the kids solve big and small mysteries.

When something disappears, moves or appears, the agency steps in. 
With the help of the detective’s briefcase, they solve the cases in the end.

Duration: 52 x 5 minutes

Genre: Live action drama for pre-schoolers and family

Produced by: Spark on behalf of NRK
Created/Written by: Maiken Marstrander, Kristine Hübert, Johanna Brym Ryg, Nils Stokke 

Directed by: Maiken Marstrander, Johanna Brym Ryg 

Distributor: Superights

Status: One season aired 

Executive producers NRK: Joakim Vedeler (Joakim.vedeler@nrk.no)

LIKE ME
The web drama series Like Me combines elements of social media, face-
time, messages, and live action drama to tell a story about the quest for 
popularity and the constant struggle to be liked.

It depicts exclusion, bullying, loneliness and the act of actively choosing 
someone over the other.  

The series seeks to help young people recognize similar mechanisms in 
their own lives, and to understand that they are not alone.

 ★Winner of Japan Prize 2019

 ★Winner of Emmy International 2020 in the category Kids:Digital 

 ★Winner of the Inclusion Award at the Nordic Kids Media Festival 2019
 ★ Nominated for the Kids: Digital award at the International Emmy Kids Awards 2019

Duration: 35 x 20-40 minutes
Genre: Web drama 
Produced by: NRK Super
Created/Written by: Anne Wisløff (creator and writer)
Directed by: Anne Wisløff, Tine Grønneberg 

Distributor: Beta Film
Status:  Five seasons aired, season 6 and 7 in development. Remade in Germany.   
Executive Producer NRK: Gisle Halvorsen  (gisle.halvorsen@nrk.no)
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LUKA AND THE MAGICAL TIVOLI 
THEATRE
Luka and the Magical Tivoli Theatre is a moving Christmas tale about 
11-year-old Luka who finds friendship and magic in an old theatre.

The story takes place in Kristiania, Norway at the turn of the 20th century. 
We meet Luka, a poor boy with no money and no friends. One day he 
enters an old theater, and for the first time Luka witnesses flying fairies, 
dancing ballerinas and heavenly music.

Little does he know that the theater is at risk of being thrown out – on 
Christmas Eve of all days. The theater must be saved at any cost. But 
how? What can the children do when the adults give up?

Duration: 24 x 20 minutes

Genre: Family drama 
Produced by: Monster on behalf of NRK

Created/Written by: Atle Knudsen and Kjetil Indregard

Directed by: Atle Knudsen and Tonje Voreland 

Distributor: Sola Media

Status: In production, to be aired in 2021

Executive producer NRK: Gisle Halvorsen (gisle.halvorsen@nrk.no)

THE MINI KIDS
The Mini Kids is NRK’s first TV-show aimed at toddlers. The series 
combines live action performances by actual one-year-olds, with anima-
tion and playful use of props and objects. 

It is set in day care-like surroundings, with the intention of introducing this 
fellowship to children who are leaving the care of their parents for the first 
time. The children in the series play, make music and appear in typical 
everyday situations. 

The host and mascot of the show is a small animated creature called 
Fantus. Fantus is also one year old, playful and welcoming to the viewer.   

 ★Winner of Prix Jeunesse 2020 

Duration: 16 x 15 minutes

Genre: Non-scripted entertainment/Animation targeting 1-4 year old children   

Produced by: NRK Super  

Created/Written by: Knut Næsheim

Directed by: Knut Næsheim and Sara Brym
Distributor: Jetpack

Status: Two seasons aired in 2019-2020, third season in production   

Executive Producer NRK: Joakim Vedeler (joakim.vedeler@nrk.no)
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RUCKUS
Ruckus is a drama series starring children, targeting kids and the family. 
The action takes place in a fictional village in Northern Norway.

In amazing scenery, where the sea meets the sky in the northernmost 
part of the world, we meet a group of friends who must deal with the 
conflicts and dilemmas of growing up.

The series is entertaining and fun with strong colors and warmth.

Duration: 13 x 15 minutes

Genre: Drama

Produced by: Nordic Stories on behalf of NRK Super

Created/Written by: Tord Theodor Olsen

Directed by: Tord Theodor Olsen
Distributor: Wild Bunch

Status: To be aired in 2021, season two in development

Executive producer NRK: Gisle Halvorsen (gisle.halvorsen@nrk.no)

PUBERTYCAMP
PubertyCamp is a scripted comedy where parents get to send their 
teenagers away to camp - so they don’t have to talk to their own children 
about puberty. 

Clumsy and loveable characters are struggling their way through Puberty- 
Camp and the situations are as embarrassing and absurd as it can get. 

With laughter and good friendships this awkward age is getting a bit more 
tolerable.  

Duration: 16 x 5 minutes

Genre: Comedy drama targeting kids 10+  

Produced by: NRK Super

Created/Written by: Tonje Voreland and Stine Buer i.a

Directed by: Tonje Voreland and Stine Buer

Distributor: TBA

Status: Aired in 2020

Executive producer NRK: Gisle Halvorsen (gisle.Halvorsen@nrk.no)
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SNOWFALL
There is nothing Selma wants more than a real family. A letter to Santa 
opens up the portal to a magical place called Snowfall, where she 
discovers that Santa Claus is her grandfather.

However, Santa suddenly disappears, and Selma embarks on a journey 
to rescue him.

In the second season we meet Noah, whose greatest wish is that his 
mom will beat cancer and get well again.

A letter to Santa takes him to Snowfall, but little does he know that his 
journey has just begun: There are dark forces at play, threatening to stop 
wishes from reaching Santa Claus.

Duration:  24 x 24 minutes 

Genre: Drama/Christmas calendar

Produced by: NRK Super

Created by/Written by: Hanne, Hilde & Klaus Hagerup and Synne Teksum 

Directed by: Synne Teksum 

Distributor: Beta Film

Status: Season one aired in 2016, season two in production  

Executive Producer NRK: Ingrid Marie Hafstad (ingrid.hafstad@nrk.no)

SIBLING SHOCK
Eight-year-old Sigrid has lived alone with her father for several years. 
When her father’s new girlfriend moves in along with her children, Sigrid 
will finally have the siblings she has always dreamed of. But things don’t 
quite turn out as she expected. 

Sibling Shock is a drama series about Sigrid’s many challenges when a 
new family settles in her home. She must cope with getting three bonus 
siblings and a bonus mother at once. 

The series is a close, warm and emotional tale of finding one’s place in a 
brand-new family constellation. 

Duration: 8 x 13 minutes

Genre: Drama for eight-year-old children 

Produced by: NRK Super

Created/Written by: Heidi Linde 

Directed by: Solveig Wedøe 

Distributor: Beta Film 

Status: Aired in 2019

Executive producer NRK: Gisle Halvorsen (gisle.halvorsen@nrk.no) 
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TRUTH OR DARE
Truth or Dare is a realistic drama series about self-acceptance targeted 
at 12-year-olds. It attempts to teach pre-teens to master challenges that 
life throws at them – whether it is about identity, love, friendship, family or 
school.

In season one, we follow Sanne’s mental health issues and her fear of 
being rejected as the “weirdo”. The series is published through daily web 
clips that are compiled into 20-minutes full episodes by the end of each 
week.

The series aims to reduce the fear many young people have of being not 
good enough, and thereby hopes to strengthen the viewers’ self-esteem.

Duration: 8 x 20-25 min
Genre: Web drama

Produced by: NRK Super

Created/Written by: Solveig Wedøe

Directed by: Solveig Wedøe and Silje Steine

Distributor: TBA

Status: To be aired in 2021

Executive producer NRK: Gisle Halvorsen (gisle.halvorsen@nrk.no)

STARDUST
Stardust is a story about how to celebrate Christmas for the first time 
after a divorce. When Jo, his mum and siblings move to a new place, Jo 
fears the changes. When he is at his most vulnerable, he meets Elly. Elly 
is a creature from the NORTH, a place which Jo knows from a fairytale.

Elly takes Jo on an adventure that is magical, amazing, and full of 
excitement. Through this, Jo understands that changes in life can be for 
the better.

Stardust is a Christmas calendar series where magic meets realism, a 
modern tale of getting lost and finding your way home.

Duration: 24 x 20 minutes 

Genre: Drama/Christmas calendar targeting the families   

Produced by: NRK Super

Created/Written by:  Ida Sagmo Tvedte and Karianne Lund 

Directed by: Ida Sagmo Tvedte 

Distributor: Beta Film 

Status: Aired in 2020  

Executive producer NRK: Ingrid Marie Hafstad (ingrid.hafstad@nrk.no) 
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PHOTO CREDIT: LARS OLAV DYBVIG/
MONSTER

Luka and the Magical Tivoli Theatre, 
which premieres in 2021, is the first-ever 
externally produced Christmas calendar 
from NRK. This image shows the 
character Werther played by Vegard Eide.

ALLROUND CHAMPION
Allround Champion is a feel-good reality series featuring 14-year-old 
athletes who are each among Norway’s best in their individual type of 
sport. Through the series they learn each other’s sports, and all compete 
against each other in them.  

The series shows that doing your absolute best, overcoming your fears 
and working as a team can help you accomplish more than you thought 
was possible. The key focus of these diverse sports is to show the cooper-
ation with one another, while mastering and enjoying it.  

How much can be accomplished when learning a new sport in only two 
days? Who will be the Allround Champion in the end?

 ★Winner of Best Non-Fiction at the Prix Jeunesse 2014

 ★Winner of Best Non-Scripted Entertainment at the International Emmy Kids Award 2016 

Duration: 18 x 40 minutes

Genre: Reality competition for children

Produced by: NRK Super 

Written/Directed by: Ingrid Skaare/Joakim Vedeler (NRK), Grant Greschuck (Marblemedia) 

Distributor: Beta Film

Status: Two seasons aired. Remake in US/Canada 

Excecutive Producer NRK: Joakim Vedeler (joakim.vedeler@nrk.no) 
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BORN WINNERS
Born Winners is a contest-driven reality show revolving around a 
phenomenon in sports where the children of famous professional 
athletes also grow up to be athletes, competing on both national and 
international levels. 

Each season features six such family constellations, and the teams will 
compete for the right to name themselves “Born Winners”. Through the 
show we get a rare, exclusive peek into the private lives of both the 
parents and their athlete sons or daughters, along with their extended 
families. 

The contests are held on some of Norway’s biggest sports arenas. While 
all team members excel in their own categories, which family will prove 
the most versatile? 

Duration: 8 x 60 minutes

Genre: Entertainment

Produced by: Nordisk Film TV on behalf of NRK

Created by: Marit Aspen

Distributor: Banijay

Status: Aired in 2020

Executive producer NRK: Pia Basberg (pia.basberg@nrk.no) 

DOCTORS VS INTERNET
What’s the first thing you do when you get sick? You look up your 
symptoms on the internet of course! With the click of a few buttons, 
people can arrive at a diagnosis within seconds - sometimes it’s correct 
and sometimes it’s not! 

What do doctors think of this? Find out each week as a team of doctors 
with just their experience to guide them, go head to head with 
everyday people and their iPads.

Doctors v Internet is a host driven TV game show featuring real 
patients and most importantly, real diagnoses.  

★ Winner of Best Studio-based gameshow format award at C21 Format awards 2017

Duration:  36 x 40 minutes (4 seasons)
Genre: Factual entertainment/Gameshow

Produced by: NRK

Created by: Kjersti Brokhaug

Distributor: Magnify Media

Status: Four seasons aired. Remakes in Holland, Denmark, Switzerland, Mongolia and Russia 

Executive Producer NRK: Randi Helland (randi.helland@nrk.no)
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FIVE DAYS INSIDE
What happens behind the closed doors of an institution? A drug rehab 
centre, a care home for the elderly, a centre for the severely handi-
capped, a clinic for eating disorders, a centre for mental illness and 
many more institutions.

We follow our host into different closed worlds to understand what it is 
like to live there and to work there. Five Days Inside is an immersive 
format that uncovers hidden lives, unsung heroes and unforgettable 
stories.

In the four-episode spin-off series Life on the Outside, our host revisits 
the people that made deep impressions to see how they get on with 
their lives when back home on their own.

Duration: 18 x 40-60 minutes
Genre: Factual entertainment
Produced by: NRK
Created by: Kjersti Brokhaug  
Distributor: Magnify Media
Status: Four seasons aired. Remakes in the Netherlands, Denmark, Switzerland,Georgia, 
Mongolia
Executive Producer NRK: Randi Helland (randi.helland@nrk.no)

The Gamers is a documentary series about the new heroes in sport: the 
E-sport athletes. This is a growing sport with high pressure, large cash
prizes and screaming fans. What does it take to be the best in the game?

We follow a cast of Norwegian gamers competing on the highest level, 
both internationally and at home, in the most popular competitive 
games.

It stars Emil “Nyhrox” Bergquist Pedersen, Joakim “Jkaem” Myrbostad, 
Magnus “Hyper” Myrhaug Kristiansen and Denise Anfinnsen and 
presents their careers as world-famous e-sport athletes.

This is a high paced series with high highs and low lows about the 
young gamers’ journey to stay on top. 

Duration: 12 x 22 minutes 
Genre: Documentary

Produced by: Fenomen TV on behalf of NRK 
Distributor: TBA

Status: Aired in 2021 
Executive producer NRK: Gitte Calmeyer (gitte.calmeyer@nrk.no)

THE GAMERS 
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HAIK
HAIK - which means “hitchhike” - is a musical and entertaining documentary 
series where presenter Christine takes Norway’s biggest pop stars on a road 
trip. 

It is an entertaining and touching ride with a clear goal: An intimate concert 
at a very special location, where the audience are the people who treasure 
our pop stars’ music the highest.

The artists know nothing about the concert. Not the location, not who is in 
the audience, and not the surprises during the show.

HAIK is a journey down memory lane, with everything life has to offer: 
Laughs, surprises, tears – and last, but not least: music.

NORWAY'S TOUGHEST
Ten thoroughly trained, young people are exposed to rock hard trials 
that are extremely demanding both physically and mentally.

They are offline, have no internet or mobile phone, and must survive in 
a milieu that offers the bare minimum of comforts. And they have to 
face it all while being deprived of both food and sleep.  

In the end, only one is left standing. He or she are well deserving of the 
title “Norway’s toughest”. The road to victory has been paved with 
extremely tough challenges. However, what does it really mean to “be 
tough”? 

Duration: 8 x 39 minutes 

Genre: Culture/Entertainment

Produced by: NRK 

Distributor: TBA

Status: Season one aired in 2019, season two in production

Executive producer NRK: Ingerid Nordstrand (ingerid.nordstrand@nrk.no)

Duration: Two seasons 6 x 39 minutes each, third season 10 x 59 minutes 

Genre: Reality

Produced by: NRK 

Distributor: NENT Studios UK

Status: Aired in 2013, 2016 and 2021

Executive producer NRK: Kristian Karlsen (kristian.karlsen@nrk.no)
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SNOWHOW
Experience the beauty and brutality of the Nordic winter, its impact on 
the lives of people and animals living there, and how winter has shaped 
the Nordic landscape. The forces of nature challenge the region’s 
inhabitants to find creative solutions. 

Exploring Snowhow, the knowledge and experience accumulated over 
generations, this four-part series follows people making their way 
through the relentless Nordic winter.  

TEENAGE BOSS
Money issues are at the root of many family conflicts, from parents 
feeling their teenager’s spending habits are excessive, to teens wanting 
more money for what they consider to be life’s necessities.

The average 16-year-old splashes cash on snacks, clothes, games and 
socializing. Should the parents pay up or should they set limits and 
encourage accountability? Would you dare to let your teenager take 
over the family finances? 

Under the guidance of a financial expert mentor, Teenage Boss lets the 
teenager assume responsibility for the whole family budget. The goal is 
to teach the teen - and their family - how to spend money in a sensible, 
balanced way.  

Duration: 4 x 58 minutes

Genre: Documentary/Nature/Wildlife

Produced by: NRK, YLE and SVT 

Written/Directed by: Svein Haaland

Distributor: DR Sales

Status: Aired in 2020

Executive Producer NRK: Svein Haaland (svein.haaland@nrk.no)

Duration: 6 x 58 minutes

Genre: Factual entertainment 

Produced by: NRK

Distributor: NENT Studios UK

Status: Three seasons aired. Remakes in Finland, Denmark, Ukraine, Italy, Sweden, 

Germany, the Baltics, Czech Republic, Australia and China

Executive Producer NRK:  Randi Helland (randi.helland@nrk.no)
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WASTE SHOCK 
Tons of electronics, clothes, furniture, even brand-new electric cars. 
Wasted every day – even if it works perfectly!

Waste Shock brings celebrities along to reveal the hidden and com-
pletely shocking waste-culture of our time. They then go all in to try and 
change the system.  

They save a scrapped el-car, stop people from shopping with hidden 
cameras, set up campaigns on Instagram, and turn politicians into 
carpenters and painters. They stop at nothing to show the problem and 
make people of power commit to actual change.  

This is investigative journalism dressed to entertain; the first season had 
an exceptional 60 percent market share. An exciting, fun and inspiring 
journey into the dark side of our consumerism – full of solutions for the 
future. 

Duration: 5 x 30 minutes 

Genre: Docutainment 

Produced by: NRK

Distributor: TBA

Status: Aired in 2021 

Executive Producer NRK:  Randi Helland (randi.helland@nrk.no)
PHOTO CREDIT: NRK

The first season of HAIK was published in 
2019 and became a great success. This 
photo is taken during the shoot of artist 
Aurora Aksnes’ concert in the woods.
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CHRISTMAS IN KONGSFOSS
Christmas in Kongsfoss is a series of love stories from a small town in 
rural Norway, where everyone’s livelihoods are connected to an arms 
manufacturing plant.

In Kongsfoss, our characters are all longing for affection from someone. It 
could be a best friend, a boyfriend or a daughter.

It is a warm and often surprisingly funny mini-series that aims to gather 
family audiences at Christmas time as a yearly tradition. 

Duration: 5 x 58 minutes 

Genre: Drama

Created/written by: Karianne Lund and Thomas Seeberg Torjussen

Produced by: Tordenfilm on behalf of NRK 

Distributor: TBA  
Executive Producer NRK: Marianne Furevold-Boland (marianne.furevold@nrk.no) 

DOME 16
Dome 16 is a live action science fiction series from ZombieLars creator 
Thomas Seeberg Torjussen. 120 years from now, Anton and Emma (both 
14) live in different climate zones, within the same city.

They were never supposed to meet, and certainly not fall in love. But 
when they do, they must turn both of their worlds upside down to be 
together.

Duration: 13 x 15 minutes

Genre: Science fiction targeting 10-14-year-olds 

Created/Written by: Thomas Seeberg Torjussen

Produced by: Tordenfilm on behalf of NRK

Distributor: TBA  
Executive Producer NRK: Joakim Vedeler (joakim.vedeler@nrk.no) 

DUMBSDAY 
Dumbsday is a comedy-drama which plays with the conventions of post-
apocalyptic TV series. The world has gone to hell in every possible way – 
and only seven people have survived. 

The show begins with our seven main characters trapped in an underground 
train tunnel in Oslo. Will they survive? And can these people really be the 
future of humanity? 

Duration: 10 x 20 minutes 

Genre: Comedy drama

Created/written by: Christopher Pahle, Erlend Westnes, Andreas Pahle and Kine Solberg 

Produced by: Seefood TV on behalf of NRK

Distributor: TBA 

Executive Producer NRK: Christina Rezk Resar (christina.rezk.resar@nrk.no)  

FLATMATES
Flatmates is a comedy-drama about a group of hometown friends living 
together in the big city. It is time to acknowledge that their years of crazy 
teen partying are behind them and that its time to grow up. 

Facing the many challenges of adult life, they struggle to maintain their fun, 
carefree life as they navigate breakups, studies, and adulthood together.

Duration: 15 x 20 minutes 

Genre: Comedy drama

Created/written by: Melike Leblebicioğlu and Marte Sunde Harter  

Produced by: NRK Drama 

Distributor: TBA

Executive Producer NRK: Alec Thom (alec.thom@nrk.no) 
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FLUS
Flus is a gangster-comedy series starring young adults, targeting teens 
and adults. The action takes place in the city of Oslo in the late 90s.  

Set in underground of Oslo during Norwegian gang crime golden age, 
we meet Yosef and his two best friends who must deal with the conse-
quences of living in a heavy criminal environment.

It is a story about lies, myths, legends and what you are willing or not 
willing to sacrifice for friendship, and a humorous depiction of a serious 
environment and what is like to live in it.  

Duration: 8 x 30 minutes 

Genre: Gangster comedy 

Created/Written by: Mikael Samuelsen and Yosef Wolde-Mariam  

Produced by: Spark on behalf of NRK

Distributor: TBA

Executive Producer NRK: Christina Rezk Resar (christina.rezk.resar@nrk.no) 

FOR EVY AND EVER
After once again pushing herself a little too hard into a relationship, our 
heroine Evy is back in her hometown. At the age of 30 she starts working 
at the gas station - just like when she was a teenager.

Now she must reinvent herself! With good help from her inner 7-year-old. 

For Evy and Ever shows that life does not always turn out as you think, 
but it can still be quite nice if you seize the opportunities that present 
themselves. And that love rules all!

Duration: 8 x 29 minutes

Genre: Romantic comedy

Created/Written by: Miriam Larsen and Julie Skaufel

Produced by: Einar Film on behalf of NRK

Distributor: TBA 

Executive producer NRK: Christina Rezk Resar (christina.rezk.resar@nrk.no)

FREE 
What does life have in store when work life ends?

Sissel (64) has been looking forward to getting more time on her hands. 
But when she discovers that her husband has been cheating on her, Sissel 
is forced to reevaluate who her true friends are – and who she wants to be.

Free is a humoristic, research-based coming-of-age drama targeting 60+. 
And as Sissel is about to find out: Retirement isn’t for sissies.

Duration: 10 x 20 mins

Genre: Drama

Created/Written by: Anne Bjørnstad, Hanne Myren, Ragnhild Tronvoll and others 

Produced by: Rubicon on behalf of NRK

Distributor: TBA 

Executive Producer NRK: Marianne Furevold-Boland (marianne.furevold@nrk.no)

HEAJASTALLAN 
Heajastallan is a dark humor comedy series about a dysfunctional family 
coming together to host a traditional Sámi wedding in Kautokeino.

Will the siblings recover after their personal issues and drama become 
public – or is this the end to their relationship?

Duration: 8 x 30 minutes 

Genre: Drama

Created/written by: Åse Kathrin Vuolab 

Produced by: Mer Film on behalf of NRK

Distributor: TBA 

Executive Producer NRK: Elisabeth Tangen (elisabeth.tangen@nrk.no)  
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OUTSIDER
Black female police investigator Leni specializes in serial crime. She is 
an acclaimed police analyst, but far from being a good leader.

However, when her alpha-male boss dies on his own crime scene, the 
affirmative action program puts her in charge of the division.

How will Leni deal with the challenge of being an underdog police chief 
when a serial killer is walking the streets of Oslo?

Duration: 2 seasons of 4 x 45 minutes

Genre: Thriller

Created/Written by: Linda Ung 
Produced by: NRK Drama

Distributor: TBA 

Executive Producer NRK: Elisabeth Tangen (elisabeth.tangen@nrk.no) 

SAVING THE FUCKING PLANET
Facing depopulation, a small town in the north of Norway gets an 
attractive offer from an influential investor wanting to reopen the old 
copper mine, which was once the town’s biggest employer. A 
reopening could potentially provide hundreds of jobs, but it would also 
mean that toxic waste will be dumped in the fiord.

The area in which the mine will open also serves as a breeding ground 
for large reindeer stocks and is vital for the indigenous Sami 
community. Residents in and around the small town are divided, but a 
love story still develops.

Duration: 6 x 35-40 minutes

Genre: Drama 
Produced by: Fenomen Film & TV on behalf of NRK P3

Distributor: TBA  
Executive Producer NRK: Ingjerd Østrem Omland (ingjerd.ostrem.omland@nrk.no)

LIVING WITH PARENTS
Meet the Berg family, an average Norwegian family of five morons, all in 
constant struggle with themselves, each other, and the rapidly changing 
world around them.

When the country is hit by a crisis, they are forced to move in with their 
crazy grandpa.

This generates plenty of tension between all three generations, making 
them all eager to work hard and come up with clever schemes in order to 
break free of their circumstances – by any means necessary.

Duration: 6 x 12 minutes 

Genre: Animated sitcom

Created/written by: Jesper Sundnes and Rasmus Sivertsen 

Produced by: Qvisten Animation on behalf of NRK 

Distributor: TBA 

Executive Producer NRK: Christina Rezk Resar (christina.rezk.resar@nrk.no) 

THE OLYMPIC SQUAD
The Olympic Squad is a new comedy series starring well-known 
Nicolay Ramm. It deals with both the glory and the misery of being a 
sports athlete.

Join life inside “Olympiatoppen”, the Norwegian organization in charge 
of professional sports in what has been crowned the world’s greatest 
sporting nation.  See the everyday problems, meet hard-to-please divas, 
and experience the fierce internal competition for the top of the podium.

Achieving good results and maintaining popularity is crucial, and the 
glossy image of Norwegian sports must never fade.

Duration: 10 x 10 minutes

Genre: Comedy

Produced by: NRK

Distributor: TBA 

Created/Written by: Nicolay Ramm and Nils Fredrik Røren

Executive producer NRK: Christina Rezk Resar (christina.rezk.resar@nrk.no)
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BORN ON
In Born On, we tell the life stories of three individuals all born on the 
same day, from birth to present. One of them is an accomplished, famous 
person, the other two are ordinary people with their own extraordinary 
stories to tell. By sharing a birthday, they all had the same starting point 
in their timeline. 

Their lives, however, have evolved in different directions. We present 
personal stories from their lives and link their fates to large and small 
events in our shared history. This is a story about all of us and what makes 
us who we are. 

Duration: 28 x 60 minutes (4 seasons) 

Genre: Non-scripted factual entertainment 

Produced by: Monster on behalf of NRK 

Distributor: NENT Studios UK

Excecutive Producer NRK: Marie Sjo (marie.sjo@nrk.no)

CASPER & EMMA
Casper and Emma are two adorable and mischievous five-year-olds that 
simply want to have fun! Accompanied by their favorite cuddly toys duo, 
Lion Cub and Miss Rabbit, they experiment everyday things in a 
beautiful, imaginative and fun universe. 

Tag along in their fantasy world where dreams and games become reality! 

Duration: 44 episodes of various length
Genre: Drama for small children 
Produced by: Cinenord Kidstory on behalf of NRK
Created/Written by: Based on books by Tor Åge Bringsværd and Anne Holt. Written by 
various writers
Directed by: Arne Lindtner Næss, Aurora Gossé i.a.
Distributor: Attraction Distribution
Executive producer NRK: Gitte Calmeyer (gitte.calmeyer@nrk.no)

SUPERHERO ACADEMY
Even superheroes must go to school! Superhero Academy is a drama 
comedy based on true observations from a child’s everyday life, placed in 
a fantastic universe.

A group of characters with different superpowers and weaknesses must 
go through triumphs and failures during their first year at this extraordinary 
school, with the goal of becoming certified superheroes.

This unique ensemble comedy, aimed at 6–9-year-olds, combines 
superhero visuals and action with character-based humor. 

Duration: 13 x 15 minutes

Genre: Comedy

Created/Written by: Terje Solli

Directed by: Are Valle Skjelvan 
Produced by: Seefood TV on behalf of NRK 

Distributor: TBA 

Executive Producer NRK: Gisle Halvorsen (gisle.halvorsen@nrk.no) 

THIS IS MUSIC
What is music, and why do we have it? This is Music is an anthology 
series that investigates the great mystery of music through highly diverse 
dramatic episodes, each to be directed by a different filmmaker with 
different approaches.

It is a detective story driven by the suspicion that music, and its prominent 
place in our lives, reveals something essential about what it means to be 
human. The series is an irreverent, unsentimental, often funny, look at the 
music phenomenon, with the listener at the core of the investigation.

Duration: 8 x 45 minutes

Genre: Anthology/drama

Created/Written by: Bjørn Olaf Johannessen

Produced by: Oslo Pictures and Road Movies on behalf of NRK

Distributor: TBA 

Executive producer NRK: Marianne Furevold-Boland (marianne.furevold@nrk.no)
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MAGNUS
What would happen if Inspector Clouseau was placed in the real world? 
Magnus is a sci-fi crime comedy about unlikely friendships and impossi-
ble murders.

The main character is an eccentric police investigator who goes under-
cover, disguised as furniture or perfectly made masks, to solve a murder 
case.

He throws himself into an investigation that includes a traumatized 
construction worker, an unstable fangirl, a secret military operation, 
corrupt police officers and the odd troll from Norse mythology.

Duration: 6 x 30 minutes

Genre: Supernatural crime comedy

Created/Written by: Vidar Magnussen and Rolf-Magne Golfen Andersen

Directed by: Geir Henning Hopland

Produced by: Viafilm on behalf of NRK

Distributor: Hat Trick

Executive producer NRK: Christina Rezk Resar (christina.rezk.resar@nrk.no)

MAMMON
Peter Verås is an uncompromising journalist in the most respected 
newspaper in Norway. In season one, he discovers a financial fraud that 
implicates his own brother. A search for the truth involves the media, 
political and financial elites. 

In season two, freedom of speech is under attack as a well-known 
commentator in Norway’s biggest newspaper is brutally murdered. 
Verås investigates the case.

Duration: 6 x 60 minutes (season one), 8 x 60 minutes (season two)

Genre: Drama

Produced by: NRK Drama

Written by: Vegard and Gjermund Stenberg Eriksen

Directed by: Cecilie Mosli, Janic Heen, Pål Jackman and Roar Uthaug

Distributor: Beta Film (readymades), NENT Studios UK (remakes)

Excecutive Producer NRK: Ivar Køhn (ivar.kohn@nrk.no)

NOBEL
This award-winning series places a dramatic conspiracy plot at the center 
of the world’s most famous humanitarian prize.

After returning to his home in Oslo following traumatic war duty in 
Afghanistan, Erling Riser is given orders to kill an Afghan man.

When he discovers that the Head of Intelligence did not send the orders, 
he must find out who is using him as a hitman - and why.

Duration: 7 x 45 minutes

Genre: Drama

Written by: Mette M. Bølstad and Stephen Uhlander

Directed by: Per-Olav Sørensen

Distributor: NENT Studios UK

Executive Producer NRK: Tone C. Rønning (tone.c.ronning@nrk.no)

NORSEMEN
Set in 790AD, Norsemen features the daily challenges of people living in a 
small Viking village, from power struggle, brother rivalry, gender equality, to 
betrayal and friendship.

The problems are much like the ones we face today, but the rules are
different and the consequences far more dramatic.

Duration: 18 x 30 minutes

Genre: Comedy

Produced by: Viafilm on behalf of NRK

Created/Written by: Jon Iver Helgaker and Jonas Torgersen

Directed by: Jon Iver Helgaker and Jonas Torgersen

Distributor: Viafilm

Executive producer NRK: Christina Rezk Resar (christina.rezk.resar@nrk.no)
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ON A DATE
On a date is the successor of the comedy short film series One Night 
Stand, Wasted and Dumped. In this season, hilarious, embarrassing, 
awkward and relatable dates are portrayed.

Based on stories from listeners and followers of the radio channel NRK 
P3, the aim is to make 22-year-olds laugh at themselves, realize that they 
are not alone in figuring out who they are and reflect about their actions.

Duration: 6 x 3 minutes

Genre: Comedy short film series 
Produced by: NRK P3

Created/Written by: Eirik Moen Holsve

Directed by: Jan Christian Vive Frugård

Distributor: TBA

Executive producer NRK: Ingjerd Østrem Omland (ingjerd.ostrem.omland@nrk.no)

ULTIMATE ENTERTAINER
For ten weeks, ten of the country’s biggest musical stars learn ten 
different music genres that put them firmly out of their comfort zone. 
Each week our celebrity competitors work together with the best music 
producers, dancers and choreographers to create magic on stage.

Viewers vote for their favourite artist, and each week one artist has to 
leave the competition. The last one standing is crowned the Ultimate 
Entertainer. 

Genre: Non-scripted factual entertainment 
Produced by: Monster on behalf of NRK 
Created by: Vibeke Sørlie 
Distributor: Magnify Media 
Status: Nine seasons aired, season ten in production. Remakes in Sweden, Finland and 
Poland 
Executive Producer NRK: Mirja Minjares (mirja.minjares@nrk.no)

YOUNG GIRLS
The series Young Girls is all about surviving puberty. The series follows a 
close-knit group of friends – with very different approaches to life – on 
their journey from children to teenagers.

Day by day, the story revolves around the girls’ everyday life as they fall in 
and out of love in the city of Oslo, Norway.

Duration: Clip-based drama formed as a blog. Each season is approximately 14 weeks long 
Genre: Drama targeting ten to twelve-year-olds 
Produced by: NRK Super
Created/Written by: Anne Wisløff, Julie Andem, Stine Buer, Tine Grønneberg and Stian 
Presthus
Directed by: Anne Wisløff, Julie Andem, Stine Buer, Tine Grønneberg and Stian Presthus 
Distributor: Beta Film
Status: Ten seasons aired. Remake in Belgium
Executive producer NRK: Gisle Halvorsen (gisle.halvorsen@nrk.no)

ZOMBIELARS
Lars is eleven years old and a half-zombie, or “living unliving” as the 
politically correct term goes.

In his new hometown, Lars’ kind are rare and frowned upon. However, he 
soon discovers others who are different too: a ninja, a witch, a troll and a 
changeling, to mention some.

Together, they explore their true nature in a conformist and deeply preju-
diced society.

Duration: 13 x 15 minutes

Genre: Fantasy drama targeting eight to twelve-year-olds

Produced by: Tordenfilm on behalf of NRK

Created/Written by: Thomas Moldestad and Thomas Seeberg Torjussen

Directed by: Atle Knudsen, Gisle Halvorsen, Thomas Seeberg Torjussen and Tonje Voreland 

Distributor: Global Screen

Status: Three seasons aired

Executive Producer NRK: Gisle Halvorsen (gisle.halvorsen@nrk.no)
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CONTACTS NRK
Head of Drama: 
Ivar Køhn (ivar.kohn@nrk.no)

Phone: +47 41 40 20 96

Festival Coordinator: 
Vibeke Kristoffersen (vibeke.kristoffersen@nrk.no) 

Phone: +47 93 42 34 06 

Head of Programme Sales, NRK Content:

Bente Sagplads (bente.sagplads@nrk.no)

Phone: +47 90 03 61 89 

Head of International Distribution, NRK Content: 

Åse Marie Bendiksen (ase.marie.bendiksen@nrk.no) 

Phone: +47 91 81 78 60 

Head of International Drama Financing, NRK Content: 
Hans-Jørgen Osnes (hans-jorgen.osnes@nrk.no)

Phone: +47 41 42 30 60

PHOTO CREDIT: ANNE LISE NORHEIM/
MAIPO FILM/NRK

Director Petter Næss (left) and actor Per 
Kjerstad on set for the second season of 
the epic drama State of Happiness. The 
series tells the story of how Norway 
became an oil nation.
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